
Weekly Update by Mark Armstrong
– July 12, 2024
Greetings from Tyler,

Joe Biden’s misstatements are at the top of the list.  Are these merely mix-ups
which happen to everybody now and again, or something more serious.  You
almost hate to watch him appear some-where, because you know it will be an
embarrassment,  but it’s like a train-wreck.  You can’t look away.  To say that the
Democrats are in disarray would be an understatement.  Good luck getting Jill out
of there, and Joe would rather give up something valuable than make her mad.  

So purportedly Obama is scheming with other bigwigs, wondering what they do to
get him out of the race, and the sooner the better.  You almost don’t want to know
what they’ve decided, but it looks like they need to ditch him.  But who will take
his place?  Everybody else is polling lower.  Maybe it doesn’t matter.  Have they
already thrown in the towel?

They’ve already got Peter Navarro and Steve Bannon in jail, and they better be
enjoying it, because they’re next, and they know it.  They’ve decided to go for
broke in defeating Trump.  It almost doesn’t matter who they put forward, they’ve
just got to beat Trump!  If he stoops to the level they have in their efforts to
destroy and devastate, they’ve got a lot to worry about.  They’ve bankrupted Rudy
Giuliani, and they still act like they can call the shots.  But not for much longer. 
It’s almost refreshing watching them squirm.

Biden is embarrassing them every time he opens his mouth, something either
incomprehensible or unbelievable comes out of his whispering mouth.  Can you
imagine the histrionics of his handlers?  They must die a thousand deaths.  Behind
the curtain of course.  

The leaders know they’ve got to put somebody else up, but who?  You know the
choices, and none check all the boxes.  It’s come out that all the other candidates
for the job have worse poll numbers than the pretender, so what to do?  

The media is expressing shock, but they’ve been running interference since the
beginning.  It’s starting to look like they’re going to get their comeuppance.  
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The rest of the world is having a good laugh at our expense.  They may be fooling
somebody, but it’s so obvious that the dude can’t hack it anymore.  Who’s going to
tell Jill?   And what happens after that?  The drumbeat continues and gets louder. 
But Joe may be the best they can do.  

We here in Texas got the outer bands of the hurricane that has the power out for
hundreds  of  thousands  in  Houston.   It’s  cool  here,  especially  for  Summer.  
They’ve been preaching this global warming gospel for the past 50 years, and the
Summer is just like I remember it as a kid.  Think of it, we’ve got battery powered
everything, and some of it actually works.  Unfortunately transportation is not
ready for prime time.  They think they’ll put us all in battery cars by some chosen
date?  Yeah, thanks anyway.  You hardly see battery cars around here, but this is
Texas.  

Taiwan has seen Chinese fighter jets.  You wonder, with the United States in the
present disarray, what will the bad guys do while we’ve got this situation?  It’s a
dangerous time for the United States and our allies.  They must be scared to
death.

The pretender is doing everything he can think of to reassure everybody, and
mushes up his words too often.  Everybody’s going to make a mistake sooner or
later, but this guy’s making them all the time.

Have things not gone wrong?  Do we not have a war in Ukraine that threatens to
start WWIII? Do we not have a war in the Middle East that’s gone on too long
already.  Who’s running the show?  Most think it’s Obama.  He doesn’t think
things are fair!    

The next five months are a dangerous time for the United States.  They think they
can bring Eastern Europe into NATO?  You think Russia is scared?  Putin sees
everything we do.  Viktor Orban is making the rounds, but he supports Trump and
claims his efforts are fact-finding. 

We’ve got all kinds of nonsense going on in the U. S. that our enemies are wise
to.  Let’s pray our enemies don’t take advantage of the situation.
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